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Study on Electromagnetic Exposure of High-Speed Railway Platform
Staff Workers Induced by Contact Wires
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Abstract—The bodies of platform staff workers in high-speed railway stations absorb induction electric
field when being exposed to the electric field environment of contact wires with 25 kV high-voltages.
To analyze the safety of electromagnetic exposure of the station platform staff workers with different
numbers of tracks, this paper establishes a model with 6 tracks, 2 platforms, and 4 staff workers on
the platform simulating the actual situation. It then analyzes the distribution of induction electric field
present in their human body tissues, which in the electric field environment is generated by the high
voltages of the contact wires of 1 track, 3 tracks, 6 tracks, respectively. Calculation results show that the
maximum induction electric field of staff worker on the platform with different track numbers appears at
the scalp, and the electric field intensity levels in the skull and brain are relatively small. For example,
on the two platforms with 6 tracks, the maximum induction electric field of the staff worker is found in
the scalp, and the values are 58.86 times and 1688.52 times of those of the skull and brain, respectively.
For the staff worker at the safety white line, the maximum induction electric field in a human central
nervous system is 0.61mV/m, which is far less than the basic limit of 100mV/m occupational exposure
in the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) guidelines. With
the increase in the number of tracks, the maximum induction electric field of the staff also increases
correspondingly at the same position. Research results can provide data reference for the formulation
of electromagnetic protection and standards for high-speed railway platform staff workers.

1. INTRODUCTION

The high-speed train pantograph on the top of the carriage comes to touches with the contact wire
in a traction power supply system to obtain power frequency and single-phase 25 kV high voltages,
and the power energy drives the train forward. With the rapid development of high-speed railway,
the contact wire of a traction power supply system is used increasingly, thereby increasingly causing
wider distribution of the power frequency electromagnetic field caused by the contact wire. The existing
research on low-frequency electromagnetic field has shown that extremely low frequency electromagnetic
field can make premature infants gain weight [1], and low-frequency electromagnetic fields may increase
the probability of children’s suffering from leukemia [2], help tumor growth and development of [3], and
affect the immune system [4, 5]. Exposure to specific low-frequency electromagnetic fields can inhibit
the growth of cancer cells [6] and affect Primary Cultured Hippocampal Neurons [7]. The low-frequency
pulsed electromagnetic field has been used to study the fracture mechanism and osteoporosis model
of animals, and it has also been used to treat fracture, osteoporosis, and oral implant bone in clinical
settings [8, 9]. Extremely low frequency electric and magnetic fields may be associated with Alzheimer’s
disease [10].
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People also increasingly pay more and more attention to the study of electric field distribution on
railway platforms with people’s attention to occupational or public health [11–13], such as the spatial
distribution of electric field caused by catenary in electrified railway [14], the effects of wireless power
transfer (WPT) systems on human health [15, 16], and the study of electromagnetic exposure result of
transmission lines [17, 18].

Figure 1 shows the site of a high-speed railway platform.

 

Platform worker

Safety white line

Contact wire

 

Figure 1. A high-speed railway platform.

In Fig. 1, a platform staff worker often stands within the safe white line when working. The distance
from the edge of the platform to the center of the rail line is 1.75m; the distance from the safe white
line to the edge of the platform is 1m; and the height of platform is 1.25m.

The research on a platform power-frequency electric field environment is mainly based on the field
measurement space. The study on the electromagnetic exposure of workers is mainly based on simulation
calculation by establishing a two-dimensional human model. Paper [19] monitored and analyzed the
distribution of power frequency electric field in a high-speed and a common speed electrified railway
station. The results showed that the power frequency electric field intensity levels of high-speed and
common speed platform are 0.176 kV/m–3.380 kV/m and 0.010 kV/m–1.779 kV/m, respectively, which
is lower than the reference limit of 5 kV/m specified in the International Commission on Non-Ionizing
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) guidelines [20]. Song et al. [21] used a finite element analysis software
to calculate the electric field and magnetic induction intensity by establishing the equivalent model,
including the human body, catenary, train, and platform. The results showed that the electromagnetic
field intensity is closely related to the horizontal distance from the monitoring point to the projection
point of the contact line to the ground. At the white safety line, the maximum power frequency
electric field shielding coefficients of the train to chest and head of the human body on the platform
are 90.9% and 74.5%, respectively. In the space area of head, the maximum electric field intensity
reaches 4.678 kV/m without a train. Jiang et al. [22] measured the electric field strength of the main
platform in the CRH380B bullet train operation line of a Railway Administration. At the safety white
line, the measurement results have shown that the maximum electric field intensities at the heights
of 1.1–1.3m and 1.5–1.7m from the ground are 3.382 kV/m and 4.322 kV/m, respectively, without
a train; the values are greater than the corresponding values when a train is parked. By using the
electromagnetic simulation software, the finite element model of the catenary and standing and bending
posture of the hydraulic worker was set up. On the power-frequency electromagnetic environment caused
by the catenary in the high-speed railway station, Yuan et al. [23] analyzed the worker’s occupational
electromagnetic exposure level. The results showed that the intensity of the induction electric field and
the density of the induction current in the tissues of the hydraulic worker’s body with standing posture
are greater than the corresponding values of the bending posture. The intensity of the induction electric
field in the tissues of the hydraulic worker’s body with standing posture is less than the basic limit of
occupational electromagnetic exposure in the ICNIRP guidelines. Liu et al. [24] studied the distribution
of electric field intensity caused by train and building by establishing a two-dimensional model including
a high-speed railway platform, catenary, a train, and a building. The results showed that the shielding
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effect of train was significantly greater than that of the building. At the white safety line, the shielding
effects of the train and building were 86% and 6%, respectively, In the head space, the electric field
intensity is close to 5 kV/m without a building and train.

At the high-speed railway station, a corresponding number of contact wires are distributed
according to the number of tracks. Generally, the number of tracks in the high-speed railway station
is more than that in the section (the section generally has up and down tracks). For example, the
Lanzhou West Railway Station has total tracks of 28, while the Xi’an North Railway Station has 34.
The more the number of tracks and contact wires is, the more complex the electromagnetic exposure
is to the platform staff worker in the electric field environment caused by the high voltage of the
contact wire. The electromagnetic exposure will cause a non-thermal effect on the human tissue self-
regulation and self-recovery. It will cause permanent damage to the human tissue when the regulation
and recovery function decrease and exceed the time of the self-recovery function of the human body. The
health effect has aroused public concern caused by the complex electromagnetic environment in high-
speed railway stations, but research scarcely exists on the electric field environment caused by multiple
contact wires with different numbers of tracks and electromagnetic exposure of the platform worker.
Therefore, studying the electromagnetic exposure of the platform worker at different scale stations with
the electromagnetic environment caused by the contact wire with power frequency of 50Hz and voltage
of 25 kV has profound significance.

At present, most of the existing studies on the electromagnetic exposure dose analysis of human
tissues under the transmission line [25] and contact wire [26] adopt the finite element method. Combining
the research results of paper [21] and study [22], the electric field intensity on the platform tends to
decrease when a train stopes there. Therefore, by using electromagnetic field theory and finite element
simulation software, this paper calculates and analyzes the electric field distribution in the tissues
of the platform worker’s body in high-speed railway stations with different numbers of high voltage
contact wires without a train. The research results have certain reference value for formulating the
electromagnetic exposure standard of high-speed railway. It provides basis reference of electromagnetic
protection for station operators. It will also help the public and professionals eliminate the risk of
electromagnetic exposure and the health risks caused by contact wires with high voltage at the different
scale stations.

2. MODEL PARAMETERS

Considering the requirements of simulation calculation for computer hardware, some simplified
processing shall be carried out during the actual modeling. 1) The ground is a good conductor, and the
platform, canopy, and rail are not considered in the model; 2) The catenary system only considers the
contact wire; 3) The maximum number of tracks is 6. Fig. 2 shows the simulation model.

In Fig. 2, based on the actual size of a high-speed railway platform, tracks I and II are the main lines.
The distance of corresponding contact wires is 7m; the distance of contact wires corresponding to tracks
I and 3 is 15.5m; the distance of contact wires corresponding to tracks II and 4 is 15.5m; the distance
of contact wires corresponding to tracks 5 and 3 is 6m; the distance of contact wires corresponding to
tracks 4 and 6 is 6m; the height of workers’ feet on the platform from the ground is 1.25m; the height
of contact wire from the ground is 5.5m; and the radius of contact wire is 6.6mm [27]. The lower
boundary of the air domain of the model coincides with the ground, and the potential is defined as 0V.
For the human body model, some scholars use the real digital human head model [28, 29], but its cost
is too expensive. In this paper, the height of the platform worker model is 1.75m [30] according to the
international adult body proportion. The tissues of human body primarily make up the brain, skull,
scalp, and torso. Fig. 3 shows the human body model.

The relative permittivity and conductivity of brain consist of the average values of brain white
matter, brain gray matter, and cerebrospinal fluid. The average values of muscle, cortical bone, and
fat are used as the trunk dielectric parameters. At frequency of 50Hz, Table 1 shows the dielectric
constants of human tissues.
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Figure 2. High-speed railway platform.

 

Figure 3. Human model.

Table 1. Dielectric parameters of human tissues at frequency of 50Hz [31].

Tissues Relative permittivity εr Electric Conductivity σ (S/m)

Scalp (Skin wet) 5.13× 104 4.27× 10−4

Skull (Bone cortical) 8.87× 103 2.01× 10−2

Brain 5.80× 106 7.09× 10−1

Trunk 6.40× 106 1.51× 10−1

Cerebro spinal fluid 1.09× 102 2.00× 100

Brain grey matter 1.21× 107 7.50× 10−2

Brain white matter 5.29× 106 5.33× 10−2

Muscle 1.77× 107 2.33× 10−1

Bone cortical 8.87× 103 2.01× 10−1

Fat 1.47× 106 1.96× 10−2
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3. VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

To test the accuracy of the model, the equivalent charge method is used to calculate the spatial electric
field intensity at different heights between the contact wire and the ground [32], and the theoretical
calculated results are compared with the electric field intensity calculated by the simulated version in
COMSOL Multiphysics to verify the accuracy of the model. Fig. 4 shows the calculation geometry.

 

Figure 4. Geometry used for calculation of the electric field.

In Fig. 4, i represents the contact wire i with coordinates (di, hi), and i′ represents the mirror
image corresponding to contact wire i with coordinates (di, −hi). The potential coefficient Pii can be
written as the following Equation (1):

Pii =
1

2πε0
ln

2hi
Ri

, (1)

where ε0 = 1/(36π)× 10−9 F/m; hi is the height between the contact wire and the ground, m, and Ri

is the radius of contact wire, m.
After the potential shift coefficient matrix P is obtained, the equivalent analog charge quantity Q

is calculated by Equation (2) [33, 34] as follows.

Q = P−1
ii × V, (2)

where Q is charge, C/m; V is potential, V.
According to Equations (1) and (2), after calculating the equivalent charge per unit length of the

contact wire, the electric field intensity E at any point (x, y) in the space around the contact wire can
be expressed as Equation (3).
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The radius of the contact wire is 6.6mm; the height between contact wire and the rail surface is
5.5m; and its effective value of voltage is 25 kV. Based on Equations (1) to (3), the electric field intensity
at 4.5m above the ground directly below the contact wire is calculated, and the value is 3.707 kV/m.
In Fig. 2, only the contact wire of station track II is reserved, and the current interface in COMSOL
Multiphysics is used for simulation calculation according to Equations (4) to (6).

∇× J = Qj,v, (4)

J = σE+ jωD+ Je, (5)

E = −∇φ, (6)

where J is the current density, A/m2; Qj,v is the current source, A/m3; σ is the conductivity, S/m; E
is the electric field intensity, V/m; Je is the external current density, A/m2; and φ is the potential, V.

The simulation value of electric field intensity at 4.5m above the ground directly and below the
contact wire is 3.709 kV/m. The error between simulation calculation and theoretical calculation is
0.05%, which proves that the model can meet the required engineering calculation accuracy.
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4. ELECTRIC FIELD INTENSITY OF HUMAN TISSUE ON SINGLE TRACK
PLATFORM

To calculate the distribution of the space electric field, only the contact wire of track II is reserved
in Fig. 2. The height measurements of the human head and chest are 1.5m–1.7m and 1.1m–1.3m,
respectively. Thus, we cut off 6 lines, where the horizontal direction of −5m to 5m in the x0z plane
of y = 0, and the vertical height measurements are 2.35m, 2.45m, 2.55m, 2.75m, 2.85m, and 2.95m,
respectively. Fig. 5(a) shows the cut-off lines, and Fig. 5(b) shows the corresponding electric field
strength values of each line.

 

(a)

 
(b)

Figure 5. Electric field intensity at different heights: (a) Diagram of cut-off lines; (b) values of each
line.

As shown in Fig. 5(b), the maximum electric field intensity appears directly below the contact
wire. In the vertical direction, the closer the location is to the contact wire, the greater the electric field
intensity is. The distribution trend of electric field intensity in the horizontal direction is the same at
different heights. In the horizontal direction, with the location farther away from the contact wire, the
electric field strength gradually weakens, and the attenuation speed also weakens. At distances of 3m
to 5m in the horizontal position and 2.35–2.95m from the ground, the electric field intensities are close
to each other and have little change.

To analyze the electric field intensity distribution of the human tissue of the platform worker, only
the contact wire of track II and the worker on the platform are reserved in Fig. 2. Through simulation
calculation, Fig. 6(a) shows the distribution of electric field vector in human tissue, and Fig. 6(b) shows
the distribution of the electric field intensity in the tissues.

Figure 6(a) shows that the vector of electric field in the human body flows from the top of head
to foot. In Fig. 6(b), the maximum value of the electric field intensity of human internal tissues
is 714mV/m; the electric field is distributed in the head and rapidly decays from head to foot.
Combination of Figs. 5(b) and 6(b) shows that the electric field intensity decays rapidly inside the
worker’s tissue mainly because the worker’s bodily tissues and air are two different dielectric materials.
In the normal direction, the electric field distribution is discontinuous on the whole materials boundary.
The electrostatic induction charge is mainly distributed on the outermost surface of the worker’s skin.
To further observe the distribution of electric field intensity in the human head, the mid-cross sections
of the high-signal operator’s head are as follows: the coronal plane (x = 2.75m, y0z plane), the sagittal
plane (y = 0m, x0z plane), and the axial plane (z = 2.908m, x0y plane). Fig. 9 shows the distribution
of electric field inside the head.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. Distribution in human tissues: (a) electric field vector; (b) electric field intensity.

(a) (b)  (c) 

Figure 7. Electric field intensity distribution in different plane of the human head: (a) coronal plane;
(b) sagittal plane; (c) axial plane.

As shown in Fig. 7, the distributions of electric field intensity in the sagittal plane and coronal plane
of the head are similar, and the maximum value is 530mV/m. The electric field is mainly distributed
in the scalp near the neck because the scalp tissue near the neck collects induced charges in this
strong electric field. The electric field intensity of the head axial plane is symmetrically and uniformly
distributed along the Y axis, and the maximum value is 60.6mV/m. Additionally, it is distributed at
the scalp because the induction electrostatic charge is mainly distributed on the outermost surface of
the human body. Fig. 7 shows that the scalp has strong electric field intensity at different planes of
the head, whereas the electric field intensity levels in the skull and brain are relatively small, indicating
that the scalp effectively protects the skull and brain.

5. EVALUATION OF HUMAN ELECTROMAGNETIC EXPOSURE AT
MULTI-TRACK PLATFORM

Generally, high-speed railway stations have multiple tracks. Considering that the distance between
tracks with platforms is much wider than that between tracks without platforms, the influence of the
induction electric field in the platform worker varies. Therefore, we analyze the induction electric field
of the workers’ bodies standing on both sides of the platform with three tracks and two platforms with
six tracks, respectively.

5.1. Analysis of Electromagnetic Exposure of Two Workers on a Platform

In Fig. 2, three contact wires of track II, track 4, and track 6 are loaded at 50Hz and 27.5 kV, and
the electromagnetic exposure of staff workers A and B are considered. After analysis and calculation,
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Figure 8. Distribution of electric field intensity in the human body (One platform): (a) worker A; (b)
worker B.

Fig. 8 shows the distribution of electric field intensity in the internal tissues of staff A and B.
As shown in Fig. 8, the distribution values of electric field intensity in the human body of staff

workers A and B at the same platform are similar, with values mainly distributed in the head and
relatively small distribution in the trunk. The maximum electric field intensity levels inside the human
body of staff workers A and B are 859mV/m and 950mV/m, respectively. The maximum value of the
induction electric field of the staff A on the platform with 3 tracks is 145mV/m higher than that on the
platform with one track, but the distribution values of the induction electric field in the human tissue
are similar.

5.2. Analysis of Electromagnetic Exposure of Four Workers on Two Platforms

In Fig. 2, six contact wires of track II, track 4, track 6, track I, track 3 and track 5 are simultaneously
loaded at 50Hz and 27.5 kV and four workers (A, B, C, and D) on two platforms. Fig. 9 shows the
distribution of electric field internal human tissues.
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Figure 9. Distribution of electric field intensity in the human body (two platforms): (a) worker A; (b)
worker B; (c) worker C; (d) worker D.

As shown in Fig. 9, the maximum electric field intensity levels of human tissues of two workers
A and D are equal, and the value is 1.02V/m. Those of workers B and C are equal, with a value of
1.03V/m. The maximum electric field intensity of the four workers appeared in the head, because the
human head tissues of the workers are closest to the contact wires, and the maximum electric field
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intensity of the four staff members only differs by 0.01V/m. Compared with Fig. 8, the distribution
values of electric field intensity in human tissues of workers are similar, and the electric field intensity
attenuates rapidly in the trunk. At the same location, the maximum values of human tissues of workers
A and B increased by 161mV/m and 80mV/m, respectively. This finding indicates that the more the
tracks (contact wires) are, the stronger the induction electric field is inside the worker’s body.

To assess the health risk of electromagnetic exposure of workers under the most adverse conditions,
the maximum electric field intensity values of each tissue of worker B in Figs. 8 and 9 are selected for
analysis. Table 2 shows the values of the induction electric field at different parts of the body.

Table 2. Maximum electric field intensity values in the human tissues of worker B.

number of platforms

electric field intensity (mV/m)

in human tissues ICNIRP’s

basic limitsscalp skull brain trunk

one platform 950 16.2 0.57 7.91 CNS AHB

two platforms 1030 17.5 0.61 8.48 100 800

Notes: central nerve stimulation (CNS); All tissues of head and body (AHB)

At a frequency of 50Hz, in the guidelines formulated by ICNIRP, the basic limits of occupational
electromagnetic exposure of the central nervous system of the human body’s internal tissues and the
electric field intensity of the whole human body are 100mV/m and 800mV/m, respectively. From
Table 2, the maximum value of electric field intensity can be concluded to distribute on the scalp, and
the values exceed the basic occupational limit of 18.75% and 28.75%, respectively. Whether these values
have an impact on human tissue health or not needs research through epidemiological investigation.
Using the brain replacement of the central nervous system, the induction electric field of the worker’s
central nervous system is less than the basic limit of occupational exposure in the ICNIRP guidelines.
In actual work, workers are often within the safe white line. When worker B is standing within 2m of
the safety white line in the station with 6 tracks, the maximum electric field intensity at the scalp is
793mV/m, which is lower than the basic occupational exposure limit in ICNIRP guidelines.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper simulates and calculates the distribution of induction electric field inside the worker on the
platform, which is the station with 3 tracks and 6 tracks, and the contact wires are loaded at 50Hz and
27.5 kV. The following conclusions are obtained through performed numerical analysis:

1) The distribution of spatial electric field shows that the maximum value is directly below the contact
wire, and its values gradually decrease as the vertical or horizontal distance increases from the
contact wire.

2) At the safety white line, the maximum value of the induction electric field inside the worker’s body
appears on the scalp, and the maximum value exceeds 28.75% of the basic occupational limit in the
ICNIRP guidelines. Whether this value has an impact on the health of human tissues still needs
research through epidemiological investigation.

3) The maximum induction electric field by the human central nervous system at the safety white line
is 0.61% of the basic limit of occupational exposure in the ICNIRP guidelines.

4) The research results can provide data reference for electromagnetic protection and standard
formulation of high-speed railway for platform workers.
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